
CHALLENGE
Our airline customer has thousands of handheld devices – 

scanners, tablets, etc. - being used by baggage handlers, flight 

attendants and pilots in airports around the world.

The airline also wanted to enable redundant wireless connectivity 

by deploying broadband LTE routers at passenger gates              

and depots.

The cost of connectivity, including global roaming charges, as well 

as managing multiple wireless providers were the airline’s primary 

concerns.  
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Granite Mobility delivered 
access to multiple wireless 
providers through a single 
platform, offering ease of 
deployment, control and 

optimization. 

Company Name
Major U.S. Airline

Mailing Industry
Transportation Services

Services
Mobility

SUCCESS STORY

PROFILE
Our customer is one the largest low-cost airlines in the world 

with more than 50,000 employees and more than 4,000 

daily departures. It serves over 100 destinations in the U.S. 

and 10 countries.



SOLUTION
In answer to these challenges, Granite Mobility was engaged 
by the airline to provide a single platform across multiple mobile 
operators plus consolidated service and support to reduce 
complexity and lower costs. 

Granite Mobility’s wholesale wireless pricing, cross-carrier pooling 
and cost optimization provided significant cost savings over 

traditional mobile data solutions.
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        Single Platform
       Granite Mobility delivered access to multiple wireless         
       providers through a single platform, offering our   
       airline customer ease of deployment, control
       and optimization.

      Multiple Devices
      Granite Mobility provided our airline customer with  
      diverse managed wireless data solution, including  
      tablets and data-only devices to wireless routers 
      and gateways.

       Lower Cost
       Granite Mobility’s wholesale wireless pricing, cross- 
       carrier pooling and cost optimization provided  
       our airline customer with significant cost savings over      
       traditional mobile data solutions.

      Flexibility
      Granite Mobility offered our airline customer flexible         
      business terms, including customized rate plans and 
      no contracts.

BENEFITS

Specifically, Granite Mobility delivered:

• Low-cost connectivity using Dual SIM cards for the handheld 
scanners used by the baggage handlers

• Global connectivity for tablet devices using eSIM to reduce 
cost and complexity of using multiple SIM providers.

• Wireless access gateways using Cradlepoint 2200 Branch 
Routers with a fully Managed NetCloud Environment


